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Main points

• Generally, plagiarism is only an issue when the person 
doing it is an enemy.

• If your hero plagiarizes, then plagiarism is not really so 
bad.

• There are few incentives to reporting plagiarism.

• Reporting plagiarism involves much risk and typically 
punishes the reporter more than the plagiarist

• For plagiarists, predatory journals are a godsend (dar z 
nebes)



Predatory publishers: A review

• Predatory journals are those that exploit the gold (author pays) 
open-access model for their own profit, often doing a fake peer 
review

• The pay-to-publish model creates a conflict-of-interest that 
leads many to commit unethical and negligent acts

• Many academic evaluation systems still only measure quantity 
of published articles without regard to quality

• Some scholarly authors needing to increase their publication 
count will use the easy acceptance predatory journals sell

















From The Baltimore Sun, 2013-03-29

• “A longtime Towson University professor has resigned his post as the
head of the city school system's ethics panel amid allegations that
his published academic articles contain content from dozens of
sources without proper -- or in some cases any – attribution.”

• “‘I don't think I've done anything wrong,’ said Neil, 62. ‘The issue
seems to be that I didn't put things in quotes. But I've given
attribution to people.’”

• “May, Neil's attorney, described the professor as an ‘honest, ethical
guy.’ He said there was no ‘universally acceptable definition of
plagiarism’ and that ‘attempting to pin this down is like catching
smoke in a butterfly net.’

• “He pointed to the fact that Neil included citations and a bibliography
in some of his work as proof that he did not intend to deceive. He
said that at least one of Neil's papers that had been withdrawn by its
publisher has been republished after formatting changes.”



http://www.universityherald.com/articles/10602/20140726/iusb-professor-defamation-lawsuit-colleague-plagiarism-indiana.htm
http://www.universityherald.com/articles/10602/20140726/iusb-professor-defamation-lawsuit-colleague-plagiarism-indiana.htm


By Mark Peterson | Posted: Tue 5:15 PM, Dec 20,

2016 | Updated: Tue 5:49 PM, Dec 20, 2016

An I.U. South Bend professor has been vindicated in

the courts after being sued for defamation by a college

colleague.

The case went all the way to Indiana’s Court of

Appeals and Dr. Mark Fox said it should serve as a

“wake up call” to universities that whistle blowers

should not be muzzled from making public allegations

of plagiarism.

Dr. Fox was critical of the work of Peter Aghimien,

Professor and Chair of Accounting at the Leighton

School of Business and Economics at I.U. South

Bend. The criticism included allegations of faculty

misconduct through blogs and emails.

The courts found that such criticism was not falsely or

recklessly made, and that such communication was

important and necessary to address matters of public

concern.

In a written statement provided to NewsCenter 16,

Fox wrote: “I have spent the best part of the last five

years dealing with the IU research integrity process

and with the Aghimiens meritless lawsuit. I am

thankful to finally be vindicated by the courts and

gratified by the support I have received from many

colleagues. I wish that I had received more support

from IU and its Research Integrity Office, and I hope

IU provides more support to those raising valid claims

of plagiarism in the future. Otherwise, those having

good-faith claims of plagiarism may remain silent,

which would be harmful to institutions of higher

learning like IU."

http://www.wndu.com/content/news/IUSB-professor-vindicated-in-raising-plagiarism-concerns--407658015.html
http://www.wndu.com/content/news/IUSB-professor-vindicated-in-raising-plagiarism-concerns--407658015.html
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“Template plagiarism”







Plagiarism and the Culture War

Citation:

Pappas, Theodore (1998). 

Plagiarism and the culture 

war (Revised and expanded 

edition). Tampa, Florida: 

Hallberg.



Martin Luther King, Jr. (Public domain)

Wikipedia



“From King’s essay on ‘Ritual’ written as a junior or senior 
at Morehouse College” (Pappas, p. 127-128).



“On the subject of the Trinity:” (Pappas, p. 72).

Copied from the 1952

dissertation of Jack

Stewart Boozer entitled

The place of reason in

Paul Tillich’s Concept of

God.



Online classes and MOOCs

• Lots of student plagiarism occurs in online classes and 
MOOCs

• Turnitin is expensive

• Universities need a good and inexpensive alternative to 
Turnitin, especially in the West

• What about écree ? https://www.ecree.com/

https://www.ecree.com/


Copyright is failing

• Some academic librarians are promoting fair use / fair dealing 
as an almost-universal exception to copyright law

• Some are using the term “big content” to refer to companies 
that own and license IP, attempting to stigmatize owning and 
trading in IP

• Will a refusal to respect copyrights be the next social movement 
in the academic sphere?

• Some are criminally re-publishing proprietary scholarly content

• Will abundant copyright violations decrease the stigma attached 
to plagiarism?



Conclusion

• Predatory journals are full of plagiarism

• The severity of plagiarism depends on how much we like or 
dislike the person who did it

• Reporting plagiarism is increasingly risky

• Respect for copyright and other intellectual property is eroding



Thanks!
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